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Project summary: The goal of this project was twofold: first, to create an Application 

Programming Interface (API) to facilitate access to the resources stored in the DRS; and second, 

to build an interface for the use of these resources on mobile devices such as smartphones and 

tablets. 

 

Accomplishments: Both the API and the interface for mobile device display have been created. 

The interface allows users to see and navigate through the contents of a document, displays 

bibliographic data and OCR text (if available) upon request, and links back to the HOLLIS 

record for the object. 

 

The API consists of a web service created within the Page Delivery Service software.  It consists 

of five methods to support traversing a page-turned object and retrieving page and object-level 

metadata in xml.  It also permits searching within a page-turned object or against the entire index 

of page-turned objects using OIS’s Full Text Service. 

 

The mobile client is a web app written entirely using the Sencha Touch javascript framework. It 

can be used by any mobile device or desktop/notebook computer with a modern (webkit-based) 

browser.  We took design cues from the Read Online Interface at the Internet archive, as it has a 

slim navigational interface that leaves most of the screen space for the content itself.  The client 

can be used in portrait or landscape viewing modes and although it is optimized for tablet-sized 

browsers such as an iPad or Xoom, it can also display pages on smartphone screens.  We also 

enabled browser detection in an unreleased version of PDS to properly recognize and reroute 

requests from HOLLIS mobile users to our new interface as a proof of concept. 

 

Below are some screenshots of the application when accessing this sample url: 

(http://pdstest.lib.harvard.edu:9005/pds/mobile/index.html?id=760585)  

 

http://pdstest.lib.harvard.edu:9005/pds/mobile/index.html?id=760585


 

 

 
Initial view of PDS mobile. This is the view a mobile user sees when accessing an object. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Table of contents popup window 



 

 

 
 

Ocr text view 

 



 

 

 
 

Searching within a document 

 



 

 

 
Citation information 

 



 

 

 
Related items 

 

Challenges:  

 

Developing the UI in Sencha Touch was quick, however we discovered that its AJAX libraries 

had several bugs in handling xml which forced us to slightly refactor some of our web service 

method responses. We were able to achieve most of our desired functionality, such as swiping 

across the screen to flip through pages, using pop-up windows to navigate through a document 

and show citation/ocr/related item information.   We were not however able to implement pinch-

and-zoom functionality due to time constraints, but the underlying web service supports 

delivering pages in varying resolutions and we are confident that this feature could be added in a 

future round of development.  We feel that this functionality can be implemented within the 

Sencha Touch framework and our API, so using a third-party jpeg2000 server such as djakota 

would not be necessary.   Although it was not a priority feature, we were not able to implement a 

user feedback feature.  We had investigated using an existing OIS web-based feedback utility in 

the PRESTO software package that would have provided this functionality, but unfortunately it 

was not a web-service based utility that we could have used for our application. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Next steps:  

 

Our near-term next steps from a development standpoint would be to implement pinch and zoom 

functionality, add a user feedback mechanism on the interface and provide printing/emailing of 

images.  In terms of directions for further development long-term, the interface at this point is 

able to display page-turned objects which would otherwise be displayed in the Page Delivery 

System (PDS). Ideally, the interface should be further developed (or a second similar interface 

created) to display single images which are currently displayed in the Visual Image Access 

system (VIA). 

 

The most important next step would be for the interface to be formally adopted by OIS as the 

delivery mechanism when digitized materials are accessed from mobile devices. This would 

entail OIS assuming responsibility for the implementation and future development of the 

interface.  

 

 

Budget:  

 

Phase 1: 2-3 weeks = 21 hours of development/release time x $58/hour = $1,218  

Phase 2: 5-6 weeks = 42 hours of development/release time x $58/hour = $2,436  
Phase 3: 5-6 weeks = 42 hours of development/release time x $58/hour = $2,436 

iPad for testing and demonstration = $513 

 

 

Promotion: We have demonstrated our application at the Library Lab Showcase, the screencast 

demo, to OIS’s development group and to the ABCD-Mobile user group.  Outside of those, it 

will be necessary to wait for formal adoption of the interface by OIS to do effective promotion to 

the audience of end users of digitized special collections.   


